
Let me just briefly describe the chain of 
thoughts and clicks that made me come 
across an interesting film project. It started 
with a discussion on AVnet entitled “Do we 
owe the internet to the Pentagon or to the 
Commies” that drew my attention, posted by 
someone having the same name as me. Click. 
One comment named Tim Bernes-Lee as the 
founder of the internet, followed by another 
comment pointing out Vint Cerf ’s vital im-
portance when it comes to names regarding 
whom to thank for the net as we know it. Vint 
Cerf? Yes, I remember that name. A wikipedia 
link was given. Click. Ah, ya, hm. It was then 
that I realized that I got to know Dave Cerf, 
his son, when doing an internship in San 
Francisco 10 years ago. After this I repeat-
edly tuned in to the Shirley&Spinoza internet 
radio that Dave once started. The description 
of its program: Broken, bouncing mixed-up 

radio waves from your planet. Totally after my 
fancy. So, I googled Dave to see what he’s up 
to nowadays. Click. And I found this………
Dave Cerf is the musical director for a ‘live’ 
documentary directed by Sam Greene called 
Utopia in Four Movements. This very new 
concept of a ‘live’ documentary is introduced 
by Greene:

“The world is facing so many 
huge problems and challenges 
today, that ‘Utopia’ — as a way to 
illuminate possibilities, stir hope 
and the imagination — seems 
more important than ever.”

Utopia is for this project both a subject and a 
creative aspiration. 
This “live documentary” form — I narrate the 
film in person and use Keynote to cue images 
while Dave Cerf mixes a soundtrack on his 
laptop — started out as just a way to put all 
the material together and screen it for people, 
sort of a live rough-cut. But over time, I’ve 
become quite fond of this as an approach. 
The ‘live-ness’ seems especially fitting. At its 
heart, Utopia is almost always about collectiv-
ity, about transcending the boundaries of our 
individual lives to connect with something 
larger. In this era, when there are so many 
forces pushing us into private and mediated 
experiences, the simple act of getting together 
with other people to talk, catch up, drink, and 
have a collective experience is a small utopian 
gesture. 
This kind of live event is also a response to 
the crisis facing cinema today. Most of my 
students rarely consider going to see a film in 
a theater. They can see a film more cheaply 
at home as a DVD or for free on YouTube. It 
seems as if filmmakers either have to embrace 
the notion of people watching their work 
furtively, in stolen moments, on laptops and 
iPods, or create something that cannot be 
reduced to a digital file. 
I love computers and the Internet, but seeing 
a movie in a theater with other people has 
an aura of immeasurable power and pleni-
tude nothing can replace. Something of that 
collective experience that has been a utopian 
aspiration has also been a cinematic experi-
ence this last century or so, and this event is 
an attempt to approach both — to describe 
utopia and to create a kind of conversation 
of ideas with the audience. I thank people for 
coming to the theater. Without an audience it 
wouldn’t be live.” To know more, visit http://
utopiainfourmovements.comWould be great 
to get these guys invited to Auroville for the 
next Auroville Film Festival 2011, no?

Christoph. 

Some were surprised to see we’re talking 
about gardens in our MAgzAV.  Well, we 
are evidently ready to fight for a garden, 
even for a bench, so definitely gardens 
are part of our culture!  Same goes for 
birds:  it’s thanks to our forests and 
marvelous gardens that we have such 
incredible migration of birds here.  Can 
we not argue, then, that birds are part of 
our culture?  Well, Our Culture..!?  Don’t 
we have an Aurovilian Culture?  If the 
answer is ‘Yes’, then what is it? And if 
the answer is ‘No’, why?  Which are the 
elements that define a culture and, in 
particular, an Aurovilian Culture?  In no. 
0 of the magazine you read that “Econo-
my is Culture”, because what and how we 
produce and consume define an aspect 
of culture.  So we at MAgzAV will go on 
to explore in all these various directions 
in order to try and answer precisely such 
questions.  If you have something to say 
on this, we will be very happy to publish 
your opinion.
Ha! Don’t worry about your ‘improper’ 
English!  We will go through your texts, 
possibly suggest some changes and pub-
lish them only after your approval.  It has 
to be your text. Bye-bye.

Marco.
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Like many in 
Auroville, we work 
with love, talent, 
determination and 
little else.

Support MAgzAV 
by making a recur-
ring contribution to 
our account 
#251 282.



THIRD 
IN LINE
A MODERN THEATER DANCE 
PERFORMANCE IN VERITE.
DANCER CHOREGRAPHER 
AND WRITER MAGDA, A 
YOUNG AMERICAN WOMAN.
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The OTO3 Trio presented a concert of contemporary music written by one of the performers in collaboration with the two other performers. 
Fortunately, it was recorded by Auroville Radio and can be downloaded.  Thus, the actual performance can be heard as a foundation to this 
review. There is also a photograph of the performers in action. http://www.aurovilleradio.org/arts-a-culture/music
The performance took place on Wednesday, January 12th at Pitanga Hall. The three instrumentalists comprising the group: Maarten Visser 
played soprano, tenor and bass saxophone; our Holger Jetter played his familiar electric bass violin; and Robbert van Hulzen played on a full 
set of drums and cymbals of various sizes. Even before the concert formally began, the group introduced itself by playing softly with a rattle, 
soprano sax and the violin as the audience came in to the darkened hall to take their seats. There was a sizeable audience showing the expecta-
tion many have for “contemporary” music.  In fact, although 20% of the audience did leave after the third piece, the remaining listeners ap-
plauded appreciatively after each session, and finally called for an encore at the end of the programme.Each of the 7 pieces plus the encore were 
introduced with humour by Maarten, the saxophonist. Basically, the compositions were minimalist, often monotonic. That is, there was little 
melody as such. Uniquely, the percussionist played as an instrument in the ensemble rather than as the traditional rhythmic support. On the 
other hand, within some of the compositions, each member played what seemed to be unrelated sounds. Yet, throughout, one felt intelligent 
and meaningful music had been composed and was now being performed with great virtuosity. The 4th and 7th pieces were exceptions in that 
there were simple, sometime cute melodies and the violin would even play in the baroque style. One could beat rhythmically. The audience’s 
reaction was to give most enthusiastic applause. One could only imagine that we still most appreciate conventional melodic, rhythmic music, 
even while appreciating and realizing the importance of new music. Yet, the music that was clearly part of the performers became the same for 
us, the absorbed listeners. These words have no meaning unless you can also attend this concert through Auroville Radio’s recording.

Don.

LECTURES
10.00 AM TO 1.00 PM

ROMILA THAPAR
The View of the Variants in 

Re-telling the Story of Rama

SAL MURGIYANTO (Indonesia)
Ramayana and I: A Javanese dancer in Search of Self ’

I WAYAN DIBIA (Indonesia)
Taksu in Balinese Performing Arts: An Examination 

of Wayang Wong and Wayang Kulit Ramayana

ASHISH NANDY 
Heroic and Unheroic Heroes

 
EDDIN KHOO (Malaysia) 

Dynamics of Wayang Kelantan

ANMOL VELLANI 
Cultural Performance, Institutions, Industries 

and the Ecological Limit
 

PARITTA KOANANTAKOOL (Thailand)
Reflections on the notions of light and darkness 

in shadow play traditions in Thailand

PORNRAT DAMRHUNG (Thailand)
Reviving our Arts, Critiquing our Society, and 

Empowering our Lives: Aspects of the “Ramakien” 
in Thailand today

PAULA RICHMAN (United States)
Are Ten Heads Too Much?

Many Representations of Ravana

 

GULAM SHEIKH
Visualizing Ramayana

 
C.S.LAKSHMI

When Grandmother’s Stories Become Epic Texts: 
Experiences of Listening to Ramayana 

and Studying Ramayana

HANNE DE BRUIN
Dramaturgical possibilities of Ramayana: 

The Practice of Kattaikkuttu Sangam
          

 PERFORMANCES
 7.00 PM TO 8.30 PM
      
 PANDIT CHANNULAL MISHRA 
 A vocal recital of Tulsidas
      
      
 MUGIYONO KASIDO 
 (Solo, Indonesia) 
 in new production of Shinta’s Memory
    
 

 
 BHARATI SHIVAJI 
 performing Seeta Parinamam

 MAYA KRISHNA RAO 
 performing Ravanama

 

 
 PICHET KLUNCHUN (Thailand) 
 performing I am a Demon

 

 
 5 p.m. Mani Ratnam’s Raavanan with  
 A.R.VENKATACHALAPATHY 
 leading the discussion  
 9 p.m. Screening of G. Aravindan’s 
 Kanchana Seetha

 RAJASTHANI SINGERS—Manganiars  
 and Meghwals singing Rama bhajans

 KATTAIKKUTTU SANGAM in a new  
 production of RamaRavana
         

After the successful concert at Pitanga, the mu-
sicians took some time to share with us their 
thoughts over breakfast. Early morning didn’t 
break the light spirit of the night before, and 
Maarten told us that the name OTO comes from 
otology - science for the ear. Research in music 
expression lead Maarten and Robbert to India, 
where they met Holger, and one thing leading 
to another, a few weeks back they assembled 
the trio OTO3. To all three, music is life, and 
because they’re sincere in their journeys they 
spend most of their time for it.  As Maarten 
said, music has to be a part of you that can be 
expressed and he is very honest in his composi-
tions. He sets out some musical parameters and 
boundaries for the three of them, works with a 
few good ideas, and the rest is music.
Maarten Visser -  saxophones
Robbert van Hulzen – drums
Holger Jetter - bass violin

Taken from Auroville Radio.
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Small, fragile, dark hair and eyes that 
search carefully the space, she enters 
the round space that is embraced by 
only a handful of Aurovilians.

Suddenly she is there and seems to 
grow; some magic is happening; some 
un-announced thread of words ap-
pears. The language is American; the 
scenario is American yet she seems 
to fit another costume… yes even 
another language...

A hefty lament, dispute, shocking ex-
perience of alcohol abuse and neglect 
is unraveled with great verbal skill. To 
expose the unhealthy / unfair relation-
ship between three women, grand-
mother/ mother and herself being 
THIRD IN LINE!

 Female integrity is at stake and a few 
of the audience members stand up to 
leave discreetly.
 A few movements of affection and 
self-healing qualities give breath and 
hope. Then her voice thunders, a proc-
lamation; either be the artist or get 
over it and re-invent yourself!
 
So booms this fragile looking person 
in the midst of us; the few Aurovil-
ians sitting in a semi circular space are 
made intimate by her story.
I keep admiring her verbal intellectual 
skills of threading the story of her be-
ing Third in Line and yet, at the same 
time, being, all the way through this 
adventure, the First!! The first to tell, 
the first to change, the first to under-
stand...

Then she finally does dance like on 
a tight rope with feet that have been 
powdered demonstratively; feeling 
her balance and trying to embrace all 
that she was and is and maybe wishes 
to become! Stopping at moments to 
listen to her own breathing.
‘She is talented’.., I hear a whisper 
through the few of us glued to this mix 
of polished intelligence and fragile, 
even raw beauty!

I love physical intellectual language 
and so does she, this Magda from 
America. And she is good at what she 
wants to tell us even if the content 
does not please all of us! In the end, it 
is her story whether you like it or not!
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THE TRIO OTO3


